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Privatizing Health Services in Africa analyzes the
disappearance of public health in the form of state
services in Africa, and the growth of a private market
in health care that will serve primarily an urban elite.
Meredeth Turshen considers the implications of
introducing private insurance in countries with
growing unemployment, a shrinking formal job
sector, and a lack of social security programs or
other safety nets. She debates the pros and cons of
shifting the delivery of health services to the
nongovernmental sector in the context of new
concepts of the role of the state. Many of the
schemes to privatize the purchase and sale of
pharmaceuticals reverse decades of United Nations
work challenging the power of the multinational drug
industry. Turshen weighs these policy changes in
light of the World Bank's eclipse of the World Health
Organization as the premier UN health policy
agency. Until now, no book has disputed the World
Bank's plans to privatize health care in Africa. This is
the first book-length analysis of policy changes in
light of monetarism and globalization. Throughout
the book, Turshen examines the implications of
privatization for gender equity. She also provides a
case study of Zimbabwe and comparative material
from Malawi, Mozambique, and Zambia. Her study
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makes a contribution to current debates on the
impact of structural adjustment policies on health
and the design of health services in the Third World.
This 2007 collection offered the first definitive study
of a surprisingly underdeveloped area of scholarly
investigation, namely the relationship between
Shakespeare, children and childhood from
Shakespeare's time to the present. It offers a
thorough mapping of the domain in which
Shakespearean childhoods need to be studied, in
order to show how studying Shakespearean
childhoods makes significant contributions both to
Shakespearean scholarship, and to the history of
childhood and its representations. The book is
divided into two sections, each with a substantial
introduction outlining relevant critical debates and
contextualizing the rich combination of fresh
research and readings of familiar Shakespearean
texts that characterize the individual essays. The first
part of the book examines the significance of the
figure of the child in the Shakespearean canon. The
second part traces the rich histories of negotiation,
exchange and appropriation that have characterised
Shakespeare's subsequent relations to the cultures
of childhood in literary realms.
Human rights are now the dominant approach to
social justice globally. But how do human rights
work? What do they do? Drawing on anthropological
studies of human rights work from around the world,
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this book examines human rights in practice. It
shows how groups and organizations mobilize
human rights language in a variety of local settings,
often differently from those imagined by human
rights law itself. The case studies reveal the
contradictions and ambiguities of human rights
approaches to various forms of violence. They show
that this openness is not a failure of universal human
rights as a coherent legal or ethical framework but
an essential element in the development of living
and organic ideas of human rights in context.
Studying human rights in practice means examining
the channels of communication and institutional
structures that mediate between global ideas and
local situations. Suitable for use on inter-disciplinary
courses globally.
The Price of FreedomThe Indigenous StateRace,
Politics, and Performance in Plurinational BoliviaUniv
of California Press
The authors of Reworking Modernity see capitalism
in terms of distinctive forms of accumulation and
periodic crises or moments of creative destruction.
The history of capitalism is expressed both through
historically and geographically specific configurations
of capital, labor, and the state and through cultural
and symbolic systems. Allan Pred and Michael Watts
depict people simultaneously struggling over the
material and cultural conditions of their existence
during periods of momentous change.
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This 1983 book is a lively and clearly written
introduction to the philosophy of natural science,
organized around the central theme of scientific
realism. It has two parts. 'Representing' deals with
the different philosophical accounts of scientific
objectivity and the reality of scientific entities. The
views of Kuhn, Feyerabend, Lakatos, Putnam, van
Fraassen, and others, are all considered.
'Intervening' presents the first sustained treatment of
experimental science for many years and uses it to
give a new direction to debates about realism.
Hacking illustrates how experimentation often has a
life independent of theory. He argues that although
the philosophical problems of scientific realism can
not be resolved when put in terms of theory alone, a
sound philosophy of experiment provides compelling
grounds for a realistic attitude. A great many
scientific examples are described in both parts of the
book, which also includes lucid expositions of recent
high energy physics and a remarkable chapter on
the microscope in cell biology.
A Dan Josselyn Memorial Publication Among
southeastern Indians pottery was an innovation that
enhanced the economic value of native foods and
the efficiency of food preparation. But even though
pottery was available in the Southeast as early as
4,500 years ago, it took nearly two millenia before it
was widely used. Why would an innovation of such
economic value take so long to be adopted? The
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answer lies in the social and political contexts of
traditional cooking technology. Sassaman's book
questions the value of using technological traits
alone to mark temporal and spatial boundaries of
prehistoric cultures and shows how social process
shapes the prehistoric archaeological record.
This book is the first in any language to provide an
overview of Gran Chaco societies in Argentina in
both historical and contemporary perspectives. It
depicts a variety of strategies and actions utilized to
regenerate traditional values and actions in the face
of enormous pressures for assimilation.
Examines how scientists study tsunamis. With
colorful spreads featuring fun facts, sidebars, a
disaster preparedness checklist, and a "How It
Works" feature, this book provides an exciting look at
the science of disaster detection.
The book traces current Indian activism in Bolivia,
arguing that a new social formation is emerging to
challenge racism and the harsh effects of the
dominant neoliberal economic model.
"The implied reader of my little book is a student of
economics or of related fields who needs to write.
The book originated in a course for graduate
economics students at the University of Chicago in
the 1970s." -- preface, page ix.
Identity Trouble assembles contributions from a
variety of discourse fields to discuss the pressures
on traditional understandings of identity. The focus is
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on failures and uncertainties in people's construction
of their identities when faced change and the
contributors raise critical questions about identity
and how it may be reconfigured.
Provides an overview on handling chemicals and
equipment safely, proper lab behavior, and safety
techniques.
This is the first book to blend a justification for the
inclusion of the history and philosophy of science in
science teaching with methods by which this vital
content can be shared with a variety of learners. It
contains a complete analysis of the variety of tools
developed thus far to assess learning in this domain.
This book is relevant to science methods instructors,
science education graduate students and science
teachers.
A free ebook version of this title is available through Luminos,
University of California Press’s Open Access publishing
program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more. In 2005,
Bolivians elected their first indigenous president, Evo
Morales. Ushering in a new “democratic cultural revolution,”
Morales promised to overturn neoliberalism and inaugurate a
new decolonized society. In this perceptive new book, Nancy
Postero examines the successes and failures that have
followed in the ten years since Morales’s election. While the
Morales government has made many changes that have
benefited Bolivia’s majority indigenous population, it has also
consolidated power and reinforced extractivist development
models. In the process, indigeneity has been transformed
from a site of emancipatory politics to a site of liberal nationstate building. By carefully tracing the political origins and
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practices of decolonization among activists, government
administrators, and ordinary citizens, Postero makes an
important contribution to our understanding of the meaning
and impact of Bolivia’s indigenous state.
This book is a comprehensive and objective guide to
understanding hydrogen as a transportation fuel. The effects
that pursuing different vehicle technology development paths
will have on the economy, the environment, public safety and
human health are presented with implications for policy
makers, industrial stakeholders and researchers alike. Using
hydrogen as a fuel offers a possible solution to satisfying
global mobility needs, including sustainability of supply and
the potential reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. This
book focuses on research issues that are at the intersection
of hydrogen and transportation, since the study of vehicles
and energy-carriers is inseparable. It concentrates on light
duty vehicles (cars and light trucks), set in the context of other
competing technologies, the larger energy sector and the
overall economy. The book is invaluable for researchers and
policy makers in transportation policy, energy economics,
systems dynamics, vehicle powertrain modeling and
simulation, environmental science and environmental
engineering.
A comprehensive, authoritative, and accessible reference for
disaster robotics that covers theory, specific deployments,
and ground, air, and marine modalities. This book offers the
definitive guide to the theory and practice of disaster robotics.
It can serve as an introduction for researchers and
technologists, a reference for emergency managers, and a
textbook in field robotics. Written by a pioneering researcher
in the field who has herself participated in fifteen deployments
of robots in disaster response and recovery, the book covers
theory and practice, the history of the field, and specific
missions. After a broad overview of rescue robotics in the
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context of emergency informatics, the book provides a
chronological summary and formal analysis of the thirty-four
documented deployments of robots to disasters that include
the 2001 collapse of the World Trade Center, Hurricane
Katrina, the 2010 Haiti earthquake, the Deepwater Horizon oil
spill, the 2011 Japanese earthquake and tsunami, and
numerous mining accidents. It then examines disaster
robotics in the typical robot modalities of ground, air, and
marine, addressing such topics as robot types, missions and
tasks, and selection heuristics for each modality. Finally, the
book discusses types of fieldwork, providing practical advice
on matters that include collecting data and collaborating with
emergency professionals. The field of disaster robotics has
lacked a comprehensive overview. This book by a leader in
the field, offering a unique combination of the theoretical and
the practical, fills the gap.
COLLEGE PHYSICS: REASONING AND RELATIONSHIPS
motivates student understanding by emphasizing the
relationship between major physics principles, and how to
apply the reasoning of physics to real-world examples. Such
examples come naturally from the life sciences, and this text
ensures that students develop a strong understanding of how
the concepts relate to each other and to the real world.
COLLEGE PHYSICS: REASONING AND RELATIONSHIPS
motivates student learning with its use of these original
applications drawn from the life sciences and familiar
everyday scenarios, and prepares students for the rigors of
the course with a consistent five-step problem-solving
approach. Available with this Second Edition, the new
Enhanced WebAssign program features ALL the quantitative
end-of-chapter problems and a rich collection of Reasoning
and Relationships tutorials, personally adapted for
WebAssign by Nick Giordano. This provides exceptional
continuity for your students whether they choose to study with
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the printed text or by completing online homework. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Networks of Learning Automata: Techniques for Online
Stochastic Optimization is a comprehensive account of
learning automata models with emphasis on multiautomata
systems. It considers synthesis of complex learning structures
from simple building blocks and uses stochastic algorithms for
refining probabilities of selecting actions. Mathematical
analysis of the behavior of games and feedforward networks
is provided. Algorithms considered here can be used for
online optimization of systems based on noisy measurements
of performance index. Also, algorithms that assure
convergence to the global optimum are presented. Parallel
operation of automata systems for improving speed of
convergence is described. The authors also include extensive
discussion of how learning automata solutions can be
constructed in a variety of applications.
Before the Spanish conquest in the sixteenth century A.D.,
the Inka Empire stretched along the Pacific side of South
America, all the way from Ecuador to northwest Argentina.
Though today many Inka researchers focus on the imperial
capital of Cuzco, Peru, and surrounding areas, ruins of Inka
settlements abound throughout the vast territory of the former
empire and offer many clues about how the empire was
organized, managed, and defended. These outlying
settlements, as well as those in the Cuzco area, form the
basis for John Hyslop's detailed study Inka Settlement
Planning. Using extensive aerial photography and detailed
site maps, Hyslop studies the design of several dozen
settlements spread throughout the empire. In addition to
describing their architecture and physical infrastructure, he
gives special emphasis to the symbolic aspects of each site's
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design. Hyslop speculates that the settlement plans
incorporate much iconography expressive of Inka ideas about
the state, the cosmos, and relationships to non-Inka
peoples—iconography perhaps only partially related to the
activities that took place within the sites. And he argues that
Inka planning concepts applied not only to buildings but also
to natural features (stone outcrops, water sources, and
horizons) and specialized landscaping (terracing). Of interest
to a wide readership in archaeology, architecture,
urbanization, empire building, and Andean travel, Inka
Settlement Planning charts one of Native America's greatest
achievements.
Some critics in England and France have long maintained
that British director Terence Fisher, whose films dominated
world markets in the 1950s and 60s, was one of the greatest
directors of fantasy films in history. Since his death in 1980,
Fisher's reputation has grown from relative obscurity and his
influence on the development of the modern horror film has
been widely recognized. However, Fisher's importance
should not be limited to the context of the fantasy and horror
film genres. His films should also be recognized as
expressions of his generalizations about human spirituality.
This critical study of Fisher's films begins with an introduction
that provides biographical information on his film career,
summaries of all of the films he directed and examples of his
impact on contemporary cinema. All of Fisher's films are
analyzed in terms of their Christian and religious themes as
well as their mythical sources. Chapters are devoted to
Fisher's work on the subjects of Frankenstein, Dracula,
curses (The Devil Rides Out), the ancient goddess (The
Gorgon), the divided self (The Man Who Could Cheat Death)
and the redeemer hero (The Stranglers of Bombay). The
concluding chapter analyzes the role and influence of Biblical
narratives in Fisher's films. Also included is a filmography; the
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work is fully indexed.

"Not Getting Stuck," by Lily E. Espinoza, is the first book
on college success from the Latina point-of-view.
Showcased are voices of Latina students in the transfer
process from community college to the university. These
are new, fresh, never-before-told stories that allow the
reader to experience the heart-pounding adventure of
the college admissions process!
The surge in the number of online training sites has
created an unprecedented demand for experts who know
all aspects of Web-based training (WBT) site design.
Written by bestselling author William Horton, this book
provides the hands-on and practical guidance that
trainers demand. Packed with over 100 examples, this
well-illustrated guide walks you through every phase of
designing WBT, from analyzing your course
requirements and assessing the needs of potential
students to designing a course for a global audience.
You'll find out how to combine elements into effective
and interesting learning sequences, discover how to
overcome any technical hurdle that may arise, how to
offer materials that motivate learning, and how to use
Web technologies to create 21st-century alternatives to
traditional courses. Praise for Designing Web-Based
Training "Horton has done it again! He's addressed the
cutting-edge problem of Web-based training design with
his pragmatic, research-based approach. His work is
task-oriented and down-to-earth. He doesn't waste our
time with excessive educational philosophy. In shortcomprehensive overview, practical advice, engaging
presentation."-Robert E. Horn, Author, Visual Language:
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Global Communication for the 21st Century "As each
new media wave is adopted for instructional pur-poses,
there is a lag in effective exploitation of the unique
features the medium brings for supporting learning.
Designing Web-Based Training bridges the gap by
providing a rich and detailed reference."-Ruth Clark,
EdD, President, Clark Training & Consulting "Designers
have been seeking guidance on how to exploit the Web's
distribution potential while combining it with powerful
instructional programs. Horton provides structure,
stimulation, and substance in this important book. Webbased training is definitely what is happening now.
Designing Web-Based Training will be a de facto classic
in the field." -Gloria Gery, Principal, Gery Associates,
Author, Making CBT Happen The companion Web site at
www.wiley.com/compbooks/horton/ features: * Design
guidelines * Live versions of many examples from the
book * A course shell and sample lessons * Links to
helpful references
What are the possibilities for process mining in
hospitals? In this book the authors provide an answer to
this question by presenting a healthcare reference model
that outlines all the different classes of data that are
potentially available for process mining in healthcare and
the relationships between them. Subsequently, based on
this reference model, they explain the application
opportunities for process mining in this domain and
discuss the various kinds of analyses that can be
performed. They focus on organizational healthcare
processes rather than medical treatment processes. The
combination of event data and process mining
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techniques allows them to analyze the operational
processes within a hospital based on facts, thus
providing a solid basis for managing and improving
processes within hospitals. To this end, they also
explicitly elaborate on data quality issues that are
relevant for the data aspects of the healthcare reference
model. This book mainly targets advanced professionals
involved in areas related to business process
management, business intelligence, data mining, and
business process redesign for healthcare systems as
well as graduate students specializing in healthcare
information systems and process analysis.
Daniel Johnston covers everything including historical
development of contracts, terminology of accounting and
negotiations, threshold field size analysis, arithmetic
behind contract terms, and more. Contents Petroleum
fiscal systems Concessionary systems Productionsharing contracts Risk service contracts Threshold field
size analysis Global market for exploration acreage
Production-sharing contract outline Accounting principles
Double taxation Commentary Appendices Glossary.
Provides a detailed treatment of an important topic that
has received no scholarly attention: the surprising
transformation of indigenous peoples' movements into
viable political parties in the 1990s in four Latin American
countries (Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela) and
their failure to succeed in two others (Argentina, Peru).
The parties studied are crucial components of major
trends in the region. By providing to voters clear
programs for governing, and reaching out in particular to
under-represented social groups, they have enhanced
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the quality of democracy and representative government.
Based on extensive original research and detailed
historical case studies, the book links historical
institutional analysis and social movement theory to a
study of the political systems in which the new ethnic
cleavages emerged. The book concludes with a
discussion of the implications for democracy of the
emergence of this phenomenon in the context of
declining public support for parties.
Negotiated agreements play a critical role in setting the
conditions under which resource development occurs on
Indigenous land. Our understanding of what determines
the outcomes of negotiations between Indigenous
peoples and commercial interests is very limited. With
over two decades experience with Indigenous
organisations and communities, Ciaran
O’Faircheallaigh's book offers the first systematic
analysis of agreement outcomes and the factors that
shape them, based on evaluative criteria developed
especially for this study; on an analysis of 45
negotiations between Aboriginal peoples and mining
companies across all of Australia’s major resourceproducing regions; and on detailed case studies of four
negotiations in Australia and Canada.
This edited collection understands exploration as a
collective effort and experience involving a variety of
people in diverse kinds of relationships. It engages with
the recent resurgence of interest in the history of
exploration by focusing on the various indigenous
intermediaries – Jacky Jacky, Bungaree, Moowattin,
Tupaia, Mai, Cheealthluc and lesser-known individuals –
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who were the guides, translators, and hosts that assisted
and facilitated European travellers in exploring different
parts of the world. These intermediaries are rarely the
authors of exploration narratives, or the main focus
within exploration archives. Nonetheless the archives of
exploration contain imprints of their presence,
experience and contributions. The chapters present a
range of ways of reading archives to bring them to the
fore. The contributors ask new questions of existing
materials, suggest new interpretive approaches, and
present innovative ways to enhance sources so as to
generate new stories.
Written to address technical concerns that mobile
developers face regardless of the platform (J2ME, WAP,
Windows CE, etc.), this 2005 book explores the
differences between mobile and stationary applications
and the architectural and software development
concepts needed to build a mobile application. Using
UML as a tool, Reza B'far guides the developer through
the development process, showing how to document the
design and implementation of the application. He
focuses on general concepts, while using platforms as
examples or as possible tools. After introducing UML,
XML and derivative tools necessary for developing
mobile software applications, B'far shows how to build
user interfaces for mobile applications. He covers
location sensitivity, wireless connectivity, mobile agents,
data synchronization, security, and push-based
technologies, and finally homes in on the practical issues
of mobile application development including the
development cycle for mobile applications, testing mobile
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applications, architectural concerns, and a case study.
First published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.
A tale, never before told, of anarchy, cooperation, and
betrayal at the margins of the Mexican revolution.
In today's business environment, strategy has never
been more important. Yet research shows that most
companies fail to execute strategy successfully. Behind
this abysmal track record lies an undeniable fact: many
companies continue to use management processes-topdown, financially driven, and tactical-that were designed
to run yesterday's organizations. Now, the creators of the
revolutionary performance management tool called the
Balanced Scorecard introduce a new approach that
makes strategy a continuous process owned not just by
top management, but by everyone. In The StrategyFocused Organization, Robert Kaplan and David Norton
share the results of ten years of learning and research
into more than 200 companies that have implemented
the Balanced Scorecard. Drawing from more than twenty
in-depth case studies-including Mobil, CIGNA, Nova
Scotia Power, and AT T Canada-Kaplan and Norton
illustrate how Balanced Scorecard adopters have taken
their groundbreaking tool to the next level. These
organizations have used the scorecard to create an
entirely new performance management framework that
puts strategy at the center of key management
processes and systems. Kaplan and Norton articulate
the five key principles required for building StrategyFocused Organizations: (1) translate the strategy to
operational terms, (2) align the organization to the
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strategy, (3) make strategy everyone's everyday job, (4)
make strategy a continual process, and (5) mobilize
change through strong, effective leadership. The authors
provide a detailed account of how a range of
organizations in the private, public, and nonprofit sectors
have deployed these principles to achieve breakthrough,
sustainable performance improvements. Presenting a
practical, proven framework steeped in rich case study
experience, The Strategy-Focused Organization helps
solve a universal management problem-not just how to
formulate strategy, but how to make it work. Building on
one of the most revolutionary business ideas of our time,
this important book shows how today's leaders can
shape their own companies to meet the challenges and
reap the rewards of a new competitive era. Robert S.
Kaplan is the Marvin Bower Professor of Leadership
Development at Harvard Business School. David P.
Norton is President of Balanced Scorecard Collaborative,
Inc.
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